Let's get familiar with the features of the PowerFresh Deluxe Steam Mop.

Buttons

The smart set steam control allows you to choose the right amount of steam for each mess.

Below the handle

The water tank holds the water that helps your PowerFresh Deluxe steam properly. Your steam mop comes with two different mop pads.

The white mop pad is best for everyday use and delicate flooring, such as sealed hardwoods and laminate. Use the scrubby pad for cleaning heavily soiled floors and tougher messes.

Above mop pad

The scent disks can be placed into the scent disk tray to give your steam cleaning a light refreshing smell.

For a more powerful scent, use the scent disk with the mop pad. Insert the disk into the pocket on the inside of the mop pad.
Steam rises from the mop pad.

The spot boost brush is great for getting rid of stubborn messes that get into crevices.

Removes the handle from the mop pad to steam directly.

Now that you're familiar with the features, you can start cleaning.

The mop stands upright on a wood floor. Logo, Bissell, Home to a deeper clean.